In some plain text documents, end-of-line marks may or may not mark the boundary of a text unit (e.g., of a paragraph). This vexing problem is likely to impact subsequent natural language processing components, but is seldom addressed in the literature. We propose a method which uses no manual annotation to classify whether end-of-lines must actually be seen as simple spaces (soft line breaks) or as true text unit boundaries. This method, which includes self-training and co-training steps based on token and line length features, achieves 0.943 F-measure on a corpus of short e-books with controlled format, F=0.904 on a random sample of 24 clinical texts with soft line breaks, and F=0.898 on a larger set of mixed clinical texts which may or may not contain soft line breaks, a fairly high value for a method with no manual annotation.
Introduction
Text segmentation is a low-level task which contributes to the higher-level information extraction tasks performed by natural language processing; for instance, Smith (2011, p. 5) states that "If we build a language model on poorly segmented text, for instance, its predictive performance will suffer." Specifically, splitting a text into sentences, despite its looking like a largely solved problem, continues to raise nagging issues for some ill-formatted texts such as clinical texts (Miller et al., 2015) . Most methods and software performing higher-level tasks (e.g., cTAKES (Savova et al., 2010) and others), such as part-ofspeech tagging, syntactic parsing, entity and relation extraction, depend on low-level processes such as sentence segmentation. This paper focuses on a little-addressed, basic component in the NLP pipeline, which impacts sentence splitting and hence subsequent processes. This component may be seen as the determination of paragraph boundaries, or the classification of end-of-lines.
The problem can be described as follows. In some plain text documents, such as e-mail messages, text fields in databases, or PDF documents converted into text, the line break or end-of-line mark may or not play the role of a boundary marker for a text unit (a title, a paragraph, etc.) and hence may or not mark a sentence boundary. In some text documents the end-of-line mark is always a paragraph (or title) boundary, and no problem occurs: subsequent processes such as sentence splitting can be run within each paragraph. But in some text documents, an end-of-line mark may occur in the midst of a paragraph, typically to "wrap" paragraphs that exceed some set length: depending on the origin of the text and on input and formatting conditions, this may have been caused by an automatic process ('hard' line wrapping in some text editors) or by manual intervention of the typist. Often enough these originating conditions are not precisely known at the time these documents are submitted to natural language processing. Preprocessing must then address this situation and include some solution to the classification of end-of-line marks (henceforth noted <EOL>), i.e., to determine whether an <EOL> must be considered as an actual text unit boundary (henceforth <TUB>) or should be considered as standing for a simple space (<SP>), meaning that this line has incurred "paragraph wrapping" and should be considered together with (e.g., pasted to) the next line to form a larger text unit. This situation is mentioned by some authors, e.g., by Miller et al. (2015) for the MIMIC II clinical texts, or by Zweigenbaum & Grouin (2014) for the i2b2/UTHealth 2014 NLP challenge documents (Stubbs et al., 2015) . It is probably present in a much larger set of text collections, hence is likely to create some problems for many systems and teams working with these documents. While the impact of these problems still needs to be assessed precisely (see, e.g., (Zweigenbaum and Grouin, 2014) for limited examples), and may depend on the type of processing that follows, the number of situations where they are likely to occur warrants an investigation into general methods to address the task of classifying <EOL> marks.
End-of-line classification is therefore the topic of the present paper. We address it as a problem in itself, independently of its impact on subsequent tasks, and thus perform intrinsic evaluations of its performance; extrinsic evaluations, for instance through its impact on sentence splitting accuracy, are left for future work. Because <EOL> classification, although often needed, is only a small piece of preprocessing in a larger natural language processing pipeline whose adaptation to a given clinical task generally already requires some human annotation effort, a supervised method requiring more human annotation is not desirable. We therefore endeavored to investigate methods which require no human annotation to perform this task.
Related work
The problem of <EOL> classification seems to be little explored in natural language processing (NLP), and the section that Smith (2011) dedicates to segmentation does not mention it. Some NLP research (Sporleder and Lapata, 2006; Filippova and Strube, 2006) has addressed paragraph segmentation from a quite different perspective: given a text split into sentences, determine paragraph boundaries. However, they started from texts where sentence boundaries were given, and the input texts were assumed to be "clean" from the point of view of <EOL> marks (i.e., either sentence boundaries are deterministically marked by <EOL>s or by XML markup). A few papers on clinical NLP have recently addressed it and proposed methods based upon heuristics and knowledge about the usual format of the texts (Zweigenbaum and Grouin, 2014) or supervised machine learning (Miller et al., 2015) .
Some document analysis research considers the notion of paragraph when converting a document into text by optical character recognition (Radakovic et al., 2013) or to reformat a text obtained from a PDF file (Fang et al., 2011) . To perform these tasks they need to decide whether or not an <EOL> marks a paragraph boundary: this problem is similar to the one we address here. Radakovic et al. (2013) check whether a line starts with certain symbols (e.g., bullet points) or character case (uppercase or lowercase letters), ends with a number, together with other clues related to the number of words in the line, to its left and right indent size, to character font size, line coordinates in the page, distance between lines, and the presence of images. Fang et al. (2011) use information about the vertical and horizontal positioning of characters in the page, which are not available in plain text, together with paragraph indenting information. In contrast to (Radakovic et al., 2013) , they do not use clues obtained from text content. To determine the reading order in a set of text objects (lines, paragraphs, etc.), Aiello et al. (2002) combine information on the spatial positioning of these objects and on the probability that the part-of-speech tag of the first word in the next object follows those of the last two words in the current object, according to a language model. This is the only reference we found in document analysis where a language model is used to help decide whether or not two lines must follow each other (which would mean, for us, be merged within the same paragraph).
We address a situation where we are given plain text but no information on the original layout of the page, such as spatial positioning of lines or characters, font size, actual left or right indent size of each line in its displayed form, which play a key role in document analysis methods. Text content, in contrast, is readily exploitable: language models based on the distribution of word features at the beginning and end of lines, as well as the distribution of line lengths in documents, can be used as cues.
Additionally, we aim to find methods which involve no human annotation. We shall see in the following section that a method consists in framing the situation as a supervised learning problem where each whitespace in a text (including spaces and <EOL>s) must be classified as a simple space (<SP>) or a text unit boundary (<TUB>), where part of the training examples (spaces) are positive and the rest (<EOL>) are unannotated. Nigam et al. (2000) show how text classification obtained by a Naive Bayes classifier can be improved by exploiting unannotated data on top of annotated data. This is how they train a classifier on texts whose class is known, then use it in a self-training fashion to compute the probabilities of all classes for each unannotated text. The additional information thus obtained allows them to re-train the classifier then to iterate until convergence, according to the expectation-maximization algorithm (EM). The method we propose below to train an <EOL> classifier is related to this principle, but does not need an initial human annotation. Elkan and Noto (2008) propose a non-iterative method for this purpose, but it assumes that the annotated examples are drawn randomly from the positive examples, which is not the case in our situation. Yet another path would consist in considering the <EOL> annotations as ambiguous (both <SP> and <TUB>) and in applying the methods of (Wisniewski et al., 2014) . However, this would create a systematic dependency between these two classes in these annotations, a situation in which learning is not guaranteed (Bordes et al., 2010) .
3 Material and methods
Corpora
We target here clinical texts with a complex mixture of formats. However, we also test our methods on more controlled corpora which we have in several formats. The controlled-format corpora are made of six plain text e-books by Jules Verne in four languages from the Gutenberg project (http://www. gutenberg.net), which we split into chapters. Each of their paragraphs is split into multiple lines (wrapped) if it exceeds a given threshold, and is bounded by blank lines. We consider each of these ebooks, and the combination of the two English e-books and that of the two French e-books (see Table 1 ). We produced versions of the e-books in which two properties of the paragraphs were set. First, a paragraph can be wrapped (w: broken into separate lines, the original format in this case) or typeset as one long line (l). Second, paragraph boundaries can be marked with a blank line (b) or not (n). This results in four combined formats. Among these, wn is the most difficult format to handle: it is the only one which has no simple paragraph delimitation. This is the one our system is meant to address. In wb, apart from obvious blank line separators, all end of lines should be classified as <SP>s: it is used to test whether our system produces false negatives. Conversely, ln has no obvious separators but no wrapped line at all: it is used to test whether our system produces false positives. Finally, lb has no wrapped line at all, and blank line separators everywhere, so our system handles it perfectly without classification.
The clinical text corpus is the i2b2/UTHealth 2014 NLP challenge (Stubbs et al., 2015) training corpus, which contains 790 records. These records keep the layout of a printed document and can include fixedwidth columns, blank lines between text lines to reproduce double spacing, approximate positioning of elements on the page (tabulation, multiple spaces), table column separators represented by a special character (circumflex accent, pipe), etc. Some of the files have wrapped paragraphs, other do not.
We first preprocessed these texts to handle what is probably double line-spacing documents. To focus on the paragraph wrapping problem, we handled double line-spacing deterministically by removing every other blank line in texts whose ratio of contiguous pairs of non-blank lines over the number of blank lines is below an empirical ceiling of 10%. For evaluation during the development and test of our present <EOL> classifier, we manually annotated <EOL>s in a randomly sampled 64-document subset of the i2b2 training corpus. After initial annotation of another, smaller sample by two annotators and observation of a near-perfect inter-annotator agreement, we decided that this subset could be annotated by only one annotator. Note that since our method uses no manual annotation, the human annotations in these documents were not used to train the system, only to evaluate it. Specifically, using a plain text editor (emacs), we marked each <EOL> with a code as follows:
• 0 (no paragraph wrapping) means this <EOL> is a <TUB>.
• 1 (paragraph wrapping) means this <EOL> should be considered as an <SP>.
• 2 means there is no ambiguity in the present <EOL> (this is further explained below): it must be considered as a <TUB>, but no problem needs to be solved nor evaluated here.
Task modeling
We decompose the overall task of end-of-line classification into two parts:
1. Determine whether a document is subject to paragraph folding, i.e., whether it is liable to contain at least one <EOL> which should be categorized as an <SP>.
2. In a document which is subject to paragraph folding, classify <EOL>s as <SP> or <TUB>.
We focus here on the second part of the task, <EOL> classification proper, assuming that the first (easier) part, document classification, is solved, for instance in a supervised way. We also present a direction to address document classification with no human annotation, which we integrate into our general method.
Determination of documents with folded paragraphs
A text in which paragraphs are folded is likely to have a number of lines with similar lengths, which should thus be close to the mean line length in this text. Conversely, a text in which some lines are much longer than most other lines is probably not subject to paragraph folding, otherwise these longer lines would have been folded. The distribution of line lengths in a text, compared to their mean length, should therefore be a useful clue to determine whether a text is likely to have incurred paragraph folding. Zweigenbaum and Grouin (2014) used the coefficient of variation of line lengths in a document (more detail is given below in the description of individual features). They set a threshold in a supervised way, over which a document was considered not to incur paragraph folding: documents with a larger variation in line lengths have a higher coefficient of variation, whereas documents with many lines of similar length have a smaller coefficient of variation. We use the same feature in the present work, but as a discretized value and with no manual annotation.
Blank line handling
We first solve an easy case which requires no further classification effort: a blank line, i.e., a line which is empty or only contains whitespace characters, such as whitespace and tabulations, is always considered as marking a paragraph boundary (as explained above, double line-spacing is removed if present). There is therefore no need for the classifier to learn to detect these lines: the <EOL> which ends a blank line, as well as the <EOL> of the preceding line, are both unambiguous. They are tagged with the "2" class in the training corpus and are excluded from the evaluation. These two <EOL>s remain useful however to train the classifier, because they participate in the estimation of the probabilities of occurrence of the preceding or following tokens given a <TUB> class.
3.5 End-of-line classification by self-training on noisy data and and co-training The input to this task is made of tokenized texts, where punctuation has been separated from words. These texts contain whitespace spans which can play the role of simple spaces (<SP>) or text unit boundaries (<TUB>). We define the task as deciding, for each <EOL>, whether it should be considered as an <SP> (i.e., this is an <EOL> which is the result of paragraph folding and should thus be converted to a space) or a <TUB> (i.e., this is a true text unit boundary).
We address this task through a first subtask which consists in learning, for each whitespace span in a document (whether space or <EOL>), whether it should be classified as an <SP> or an <TUB>. The peculiarities of the training data and processes in this learning task are the following:
• <EOL>s are ambiguous: we do not know at this stage whether they are true <TUB>'s or actually <SP>'s. This results in a partial annotation of the corpus: spaces are unambiguously tagged as <SP>, but we do not know the actual tags for <EOL>s. We convert this situation into a noisy annotation by tagging every <EOL> with <TUB>: these tags are sometimes correct and sometimes incorrect.
• Because only <EOL> marks are ambiguous in our overall task, we are only interested in applying our classifier to them, not to spaces. Training is performed on these noisy annotations, using tokenbased features as described below, and learns a model M A for tagging <EOL>s.
• Model M A is applied to the <EOL>s in the training corpus itself, resulting in (noisily) disambiguated <EOL> tags (self-training).
• A second model M B is learned on these new annotations, using different features (co-training). M B is applied to the <EOL>s in the training corpus, resulting in modified <EOL> tags.
• Alternatively, a combined model M A·B is built and applied to the <EOL>s in the training corpus.
We thus obtain, by exploiting only the naturally available information, three models and their associated <EOL> annotations. The process could be iterated, but we leave that for future work.
Features
We characterize a whitespace position s i (space or <EOL>) between two words in a document d with the four discrete features below:
A 1 Left token: as in (Radakovic et al., 2013) , we assume some tokens or punctuations are more often found at the end of a paragraph, while others are less often found there.
A 2 Right token ; similarly, we expect that some tokens or punctuations are often found at the start of a paragraph, or on the contrary are seldom found in this position.
A 3 Typographic form of the left token: all uppercase, capitalized, is a number, only contains punctuation (possibly differentiating between strong punctuations, i.e., period, exclamation mark and question mark, and the other punctuations), is a number followed by at least one punctuation and possibly preceded by one punctuation (typical form of bullet points). We assume that some typographic patterns, such as uppercase, are more frequent at the beginning of paragraphs, whereas others, such as strong punctuations, are more frequent at the end of paragraphs.
A 4 Typographic form of the right token.
These four features define a bigram language model, where a bigram is made of a whitespace position and an adjacent token or typographic form. Extension to longer n-grams is left for future work. Additionally, we characterize a position s i at the end of a line by the following two features:
B 1 l, length in characters of the line that ends with the space s i , normalized (centered and reduced) as l norm in document d (Equation 1a ). We assume that a short line (or a very long line) is unlikely to need to be "pasted back" to the following line. 1b). This feature is common to all positions in document d. We assume that a document whose paragraphs are folded is likely to contain a number of lines of comparable lengths (probably close to the width of the input screen or original printable page). This should result in a low standard deviation of line length compared to the mean line length. The coefficient of variation cv is defined as their ratio (Equation 1b).
The latter two features l and cv d have numeric values, we discretize them into ten bins between their minimal and maximal values as observed in the training corpus. If a test document has out-of-range values, they are discretized into the closest bin.
Naive Bayes classification
We use a very simple classifier, the Naive Bayes classifier, which is well-known for its robustness and speed. The probability of having a given class c j ∈ C (here, C = {<TUB>, <SP>}) for a certain whitespace s, characterized by features (e.g., a i ∈ A), is (2a):
The Naive Bayes classifier hypothesizes the independence of the observed features for a given class. This leads to (2b). At inference time, the selected class is the one with the maximum a posteriori probability; since in (2a) P (s) does not vary with the class c j , we obtain (3a):
(a) arg max j P (c j |s i ) = arg max j P (c j )
Concretely, we compute the likelihood ratio of c <SP> over c <TUB> , i.e., P (c<SP>|s i ) P (c<TUB>|s i ) and decide for an <SP> (tag 1) if greater than zero, <TUB> (tag 0) otherwise. Equation (3a) relies on an estimation of P (c j ) and P (a i ) in a training corpus. This is classically performed according to a maximum likelihood principle:
where occ(s) is the total number of spaces in the corpus, occ(c j ) is the number of spaces with class c j , and occ(a i , c j ) is the number of spaces with feature a i and class c j . A commonly encountered problem is the presence of test examples whose feature values have no occurrence in the training corpus. We address it with a widespread method, Laplace smoothing (Manning et al., 2008 ) (see Equation 3b above). Training for model M A is performed on all spaces with language model features A 1 . . . A 4 , whereas training for model M B is performed only on <EOL>s with length features B 1 B 2 . A study of the scores of the two models on the development corpus shows that their distributions have similar dynamics, thus that a combination of the two can be considered. We create this combination by multiplying the likelihood ratios of M A and M B for the same space, hence its name M A·B . A more sophisticated combination might improve performance, but would require an annotated corpus to optimize its parameters.
Results
Since we use no human annotation, we trained our model on the whole set of texts in each sub-corpus and applied it to the same sub-corpus: each e-book of Section 3.1, and the 790 texts in the i2b2 corpus. For the i2b2 corpus, we only have gold annotations for a 64-text subset, on which performance is measured. Table 2 : Experiments on multi-format e-books and on the i2b2 evaluation corpus (+wrap = only files with paragraph wrapping); Acc = accuracy, P = precision, R = recall, F = F-measure. Note that e-books: ln has no wrapped paragraph hence no positive space hence no true positive, therefore it has P=R=F=0.
We evaluate results by measuring the classical accuracy, precision, recall, and F-measure, for a task whose goal is to detect whether an <EOL> should be considered a <SP>. A true positive (TP) corresponds to an <EOL> which is correctly classified as a <SP>. A false positive (FP) is an <EOL> incorrectly classified as an <SP>. A false negative (FN) occurs when an <EOL> is incorrectly classified as a <TUB>. Accuracy, precision, recall, and F-measure stem from these definitions.
We provide two simple baselines: wrap-none considers that every <EOL> is a <TUB>, and wrap-all considers that every <EOL> is a <SP>. They enable us to show the 'lift' brought by M A . Table 2 shows evaluation results for two series of experiments: (i) on the e-book corpus, with wrapped paragraphs separated by blank lines (wb), long-line paragraphs with no separating blank line (ln), and wrapped paragraphs with no separating blank line (wn); and (ii) on the i2b2 corpus, on paragraph-folded documents (+wrap) then on the whole Test corpus (all).
Discussion
The first baseline method wrap-none always has null recall and F-measure by definition. It obtains perfect accuracy when no paragraph is wrapped (ebooks:ln), and sets a baseline with a fair accuracy on the mixed-type i2b2:all corpus. The second baseline method wrap-all has perfect or null performance on the artificial ebooks:wb and ebooks:ln corpora respectively. It sets a useful baseline for the highly wrapped ebooks:wn and i2b2+wrap corpora. However, for the more difficult, mixed i2b2 all corpus, it performs poorly. M A and subsequent models outperform these baselines in F-measure and accuracy on the highly wrapped ebooks:wn corpus (except the F-measure of M A on ebooks:wn, which is only on par with that of wrap-all and on the i2b2 corpus).
On e-books, the best recall in condition wb is obtained by model M B . Its accuracy looks lower in condition ln, but this is due to its complete failure on one document (Le tour du monde (800)), which warrants further exploration; on all other documents it creates no false positive and hence outperforms the other two models. In condition wn, the more difficult situation, M B obtains the best recall and F-measure, whereas M A and M A·B obtain near-perfect precision. The merged documents (103+2154 and 800+3874, right pane of Table 2 ) obtain better results than each individual document they contain. Globally, recall increases by 5-8pt while precision remains constant or slightly decreased, resulting in a 1-5pt increase in F-measure. Specifically, on the merged French documents, the failure of M B which occurred on one of them disappears. Training size is thus an important factor. Not shown for reasons of space: apart from one exception mentioned above, performance was similar on the four languages (English, French, Portuguese and Dutch). The format of the texts and the consistency of their vocabulary are probably more important than the language, and this set of languages does not exhibit a wide morphological variation. In summary, in each of these tests on one type of text with very regular wrapped text, the length-based model M B , trained on the output of M A , performs best.
Our evaluation on i2b2 documents is unfortunately not directly comparable to the F=0.965 of (Zweigenbaum and Grouin, 2014) : they used a different subset of the i2b2 corpus which is not public. Besides, they implemented an extensive set of heuristics, whereas our method relies on no heuristic and aims at being more generic. Miller et al. (2015) used human annotations on a different corpus, and their results are thus not directly comparable to the present ones either.
The documents of the i2b2 evaluation corpus which incur paragraph wrapping display a more complex distribution of w/l and b/n formats, even within one document. The three models perform well, with a small advantage to the combined model M A·B . On the full i2b2 evaluation corpus, the length-based model M B brings a substantive improvement over M A and fares the best in terms of precision and Fmeasure. We hypothesize that this is due to the ability of its coefficient of variation feature to detect texts that are not likely to incur paragraph wrapping, thereby integrating a partial solution to this document classification subtask. In this setting the combined model M A·B strongly improves the precision and F-measure of model M A : the detection of non-paragraph-wrapping texts by the length-based features removes a large number of false positives and slightly improves recall at the same time.
In summary, if one wants robustness on both types of texts with a balanced precision, recall, and Fmeasure, the length-based model M B , trained with annotations obtained from the token-based model M A , is the most stable choice, at or above 0.90 for all these measures. Its features help the languagemodel model M A reach a better precision and F-measure for the documents which are not subject to paragraph wrapping. However, if one looks for high-recall detection of wrapped paragraphs, model M A has a higher recall of 0.93, and its combination with M B was the most successful on wrapped texts. Therefore, depending on the needs of the natural language processing task that will be run on these texts, the choice of the model allows to favor precision (M B ) or recall (M A or, better, M A·B ). Besides, models (M A or, better, M A·B ) show their true performance on texts with paragraph wrapping. Finally, the combination M A·B , albeit efficient on i2b2 wrapped texts, was not sufficient to block false positives on texts with no wrapped paragraphs. Other strategies might be more successful, such as using M B in a first step as a filter to detect and exclude non-wrapped documents, hence restricting the application of M A or M AB to an automatically detected +wrap subset.
A most interesting perspective is the study of the interaction of <EOL> classification with sentence segmentation. On the one hand, as suggested by one of the reviewers, sentence segmentation might be used as a baseline for <EOL> classification, all the more in texts where paragraphs typically end with a period. On the other hand, the study of the impact of <EOL> classification on sentence segmentation is one of the motivations for the present work, and constitutes our next step. As suggested by another reviewer, section title detection (Tepper et al., 2012) can also help paragraph segmentation. As a matter of fact, it was part of the heuristics used in (Zweigenbaum and Grouin, 2014) , where it helped to avoid pasting a title (possibly with no final period) to the next line.
Conclusion
We presented a method which uses self-training and co-training to classify <EOL>s with no human annotation, based on available token and line length features. It achieves high <EOL> classification Fmeasures on i2b2 clinical texts which incur paragraph folding, and can also detect texts which are not subject to this phenomenon.
In future work, we plan to test M B as a filter as outlined above. We will also explore other features such as POS tags and n-grams with n > 1, more powerful classifiers such as logistic regression and SVM, and perform extrinsic evaluations such as the impact on sentence segmentation.
